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• A data-driven model to downscale
weather extremes using CFD and Neural-
Networks

• Numerical simulations are validated
against high-resolution in-situ measure-
ments.

• A novel urban canopy parameterization
method developed to model urban mor-
phologies

• The model probed reliable in predicting
extreme microclimate conditions.

• The model can be readily used in urban-
energy and -comfort studies.
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The urban form and extreme microclimate events can have an important impact on the energy performance of build-
ings, urban comfort and human health. State-of-the-art building energy simulations require information on the urban
microclimate, but typically rely on ad-hoc numerical simulations, expensive in-situmeasurements, or data fromnearby
weather stations. As such, they do not account for the full range of possible urbanmicroclimate variability andfindings
cannot be generalized across urban morphologies. To bridge this knowledge gap, this study proposes two data-driven
models to downscale climate variables from the meso to the micro scale in arbitrary urban morphologies, with a focus
on extreme climate conditions. The models are based on a feedforward and a deep neural network (NN) architecture,
and are trained using results from computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of flow over a series of idealized
but representative urban environments, spanning a realistic range of urban morphologies. Both models feature a rela-
tively good agreement with corresponding CFD training data, with a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.91 (R2 =
0.89) and R2 = 0.94 (R2 = 0.92) for spatially-distributed wind magnitude and air temperature for the deep NN
(feedforward NN). The models generalize well for unseen urban morphologies and mesoscale input data that are
Keywords:
Extreme microclimate conditions
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, AdaptiveMoment Estimation; AEV, algebraic eddy-viscositymodel; BMC, BuildingModular Cell; CFD, computationalfluid dynamics;
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within the training bounds in the parameter space, with a R2= 0.74 (R2= 0.69) and R2= 0.81 (R2= 0.74) for wind
magnitude and air temperature for the deep NN (feedforward NN). The accuracy and efficiency of the proposed CFD-
NN models makes them well suited for the design of climate-resilient buildings at the early design stage.
Wind speed
Air temperature
1. Introduction

According to a recent report from the World Health Organization, over
74% of the European population and 55% of the world's population live in
urban areas (Brockerhoff and Nations U, 2018). These numbers will in-
crease by 2050, accelerating the urbanization rates and consequently in-
creasing the number of megacities (i.e. urban areas with more than one
million citizens) from 512 in 2016 to 662 in 2030 (World Urbanization
Prospects, 2018). Themassive construction wave that persisted throughout
the last century in response to ever-increasing housing demands (Bhatta,
2010) has introduced new challenges in cities and exacerbated existing
ones, including shortage of housing, lack of civil infrastructure, increased
air pollution, and high peak energy demands, among others. These chal-
lenges are particularly present in suburban areas just outside big cities
(IVA, 2017). As a result, several interconnected urban areas have emerged
with different morphological characteristics, such as different land cover
patterns and urban forms. These characteristics affect the urban microcli-
mate, which depend on the spatial arrangement of buildings, their geome-
try, material, geographical siting, and human activities (Oke, 2017). The
urban microclimate affects the outdoor comfort (Peng et al., 2019) and
health (Schinasi et al., 2018) of urban dwellers, as well as the performance
of buildings and associated engineering applications (Hosseini et al., 2022;
Castaldo et al., 2018). To a lesser degree, they also affect the air quality in
indoor spaces and their thermal comfort (Taleghani et al., 2019).

It is well known that cities are usually warmer and characterized by
lower wind speeds than their surrounding rural areas (Oke, 1987). How-
ever, the geometry of cities is intrinsically heterogeneous, and local micro-
climates can vary significantly over a broad range of spatiotemporal scales
(Javanroodi andNik, 2020). For example,microscale variations of thewind
speed in the urban canopy layer—which extends from the ground up to the
mean height of the canopy — can affect the local ventilation (Hsieh and
Huang, 2016), lead to local accumulation of airborne pollutions (Yang
et al., 2020), or yield high wind speedmagnitudes that negatively affect pe-
destrian comfort (Tsichritzis and Nikolopoulou, 2019). Conditions are ex-
pected to worsen because of climate change, which will lead to more
significant and more frequent extreme climatic events (Yang et al., 2022;
Perera et al., 2021a). Climate change and extreme events can considerably
affect the energy performance of buildings as well as the comfort and
wellbeing of urban dwellers, especially in large urban agglomerations
(L. Lin et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021). This can challenge energy sustain-
ability and security in urban areas. To develop sound urban climate adapta-
tion strategies, it is hence crucial to predict extreme urban microclimate
events. Predictive models should be based on methodologies that
accurately capture the non-linear interaction between climate variables
and urban morphologies.

The existing research efforts in mapping urban morphology to urban
microclimate can be broadly divided into two main groups: the first de-
voted to elucidating the physics underpinning the interaction between
urban morphology and climate variables (a.k.a., Urban Physics (Blocken,
2015)); and the second focusing on the development of predictive models
for climate variable — wind speed, air temperature, and humidity — for
energy calculations or urban sustainability applications (Javanroodi et al.,
2018). The commonmorphological parameters adopted in these studies re-
late to the horizontal and vertical density of urban areas (Garuma, 2018;
Chokhachian et al., 2020). Parameters such as building coverage ratio
(BCR) (Mortezazadeh et al., 2021), planar area fraction (λp) (C. Yuan
et al., 2020), building height (BH) and frontal area index (FAI or λf)
(Apreda et al., 2020), building volume density (BVD) (Cao et al., 2021),
and canyon aspect ratio (H/W) (Liu et al., 2020) have been widely
used to highlight interdependencies between urban form and urban
2

microclimate. Additional parameters include the sky view factor (SVF)
(Dirksen et al., 2019), the sky exposure factor (SEF) (Yi and Kim, 2017),
and the surface drag coefficient (Cd) (Mo et al., 2021). Research studies fo-
cusing on urban physics typically develop models that map a combination
of these input parameters to quantities of interest such as urban tempera-
ture (Jamei et al., 2017), wind speed (Kikumoto et al., 2018; Javanroodi
et al., 2021), and solar radiation (Zhang et al., 2019).

Thanks to advances in computing hardware and software, computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) is rapidly establishing itself as the go-to ap-
proach for microclimate studies (Toparlar et al., 2017). Most CFD studies
on microclimate and urban form are focused on assessing air temperature
and wind characteristics (Y. Lin et al., 2020). Li et al. (2019) and
Giridharan and Emmanuel (2018) provided extensive reviews on tempera-
ture and urban heat island (UHI), while Toja-Silva et al. (2018) and Mittal
et al. (2018) reviewed the works on urban morphology parameters and
wind flow characteristics. Allegrini et al. (2014) showed that higher surface
temperatures can induce buoyancy-driven flows in the UCL under weak
wind conditions, with associated enhancement of the local turbulent ki-
netic energy (Allegrini, 2018), lower air temperature, and higher wind
speeds inside and above UCL was reported for urban areas with non-
uniform building heights when compared to corresponding urban environ-
ments with uniform building height. Thermal circulations can also contrib-
ute to heat removal in street canyons (Nardecchia et al., 2016). This
condition, in some cases, may decrease surface temperature (Chen et al.,
2020) or may increase pedestrian thermal comfort in the canopies with a
larger canyon height to width ratio (Zhang et al., 2017). Higher wind
speeds in colder climates can increase urban discomfort due to the high
wind chill factor by reducing the sensible temperature at the pedestrian
level (Lin et al., 2019). High wind speeds in the UCL can also result in
higher heating demands in wintertime due to air infiltration through build-
ing envelopes (Guillén-Lambea et al., 2019), whereas low wind speeds in
the UCL can reduce the natural ventilation potential in summer (Wang
et al., 2018).

These contrasting effects highlight some of the challenges associated
with the design of balanced urban environments. Despite decades of active
research, most existing studies leveraging CFD have typically focused on a
limited number of climate variables, and either considered very idealized
setups (Giometto et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Kalogirou, 2001;
Marugán et al., 2018; Zendehboudi et al., 2018; Becker and Thrän, 2017)
or very specific realistic urban morphologies (Giometto et al., 2016).
Findings from idealized simulations such as flow over cuboid arrays
might be difficult to generalize to realistic urban environments, whereas
case studies are in general highly site-specific. On the other hand, studies
relying on experimental measurements typically rely on sparse in-situ
points measurements of climate variables, whose representativeness for
the neighborhood- or city-averaged quantities is questionable due to the
intrinsic heterogeneity of urban microclimate conditions (Giometto et al.,
2016). The wide range of spatiotemporal scales characterizing urban
microclimate processes and their inherently chaotic nature represents the
main challenge associated with the development of a universal urban
canopy parameterization.

In part motivated by the aforementioned challenges, the recent decades
have seen a rising trend in the deployment of data-drivenmodels to address
problems pertaining to the field of urban and building physics. With the
rapid development of computing power and higher data availability, devel-
oping hybrid frameworks that combine physics-based and data-driven ap-
proaches is becoming increasingly popular among researchers. Several
Machine Learning (ML) techniques have proven robust, reliable, and effi-
cient in dealing with sparse and multivariate climate datasets (Wang
et al., 2016).ML techniques have beenwidely adopted to predict renewable
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energy resources in urban areas (Kalogirou, 2001). For example, Marugán
et al. (2018) conducted an extensive review on the use of Neural Networks
(NN) models for wind energy systems, with a lens on their capabilities for
predicting wind power. Zendehboudi et al. (2018) reviewed the current
state of the art in predicting wind and solar energy potentials in urban
areas using Support Vector Machines models. Other ML techniques such
as Random Forests (Becker and Thrän, 2017) and Bayesian inference
(Sousa and Gorlé, 2019) have also been used to predict wind power and
urban flow characteristics.

Lately, NN models have received increasing attention from the urban
climate and building energy communities (Ferrero Bermejo et al., 2019;
Mi and Zhao, 2020). A high number of studies adopted NN to predict the
energy performance of buildings in urban areas (Abbasabadi and
Ashayeri, 2019; Mohandes et al., 2019; Roman et al., 2020). NN models
have also been leveraged to predict air and surface temperature
(Papantoniou and Kolokotsa, 2016), the UHI effect (Asadi et al., 2020),
wind speed in the UCL (Mauree et al., 2019), and relative humidity (Mba
et al., 2016) in microscale models driven by historical mesoscale or in-
situ measured weather. The most widely used NN models in these studies
pertain to the supervised learning category and are conventional
feedforward networks such as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) ormore sophis-
ticated class neural networks such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN).
Some studies (M.-D. Liu et al., 2021; X. Liu et al., 2021; Han et al., 2021)
highlighted the superior performance of RNN models compared to alterna-
tive formulations for processing time-series data, thanks to their memory
Fig. 1. Schematic workflow of the study: Step 1: collecting and synthesizing mesoscale a
and CFD solver for the real case study using Standard k-ɛmodel and AEV turbulencemod
measured data; Step 4: developing urban morphology parameterization method and five
evaluating the database of CFD simulation based on morphological parameters; Step 6
employing the best performance CFD-NN model for a new set of morphological data.
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awareness (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). However, RNNs are com-
putationally expensive and require extensive datasets with high temporal
resolutions to enable short- and mid-term predictions. Because of this,
feedforward networks are usually the preferred approach to efficiently pre-
dict average daily or annual climate variables based on scarce datasets with
low temporal resolutions and high generalization capability (Mocanu et al.,
2018). DeepNeural Networks (DNN) is a class of ANNmodels withmultiple
hidden layers, which are capable of capturing complex non-linearities such
as those characterizing weather forecasting models (Hu et al., 2016). The
DNN-based models have proved able to achieve higher levels of accuracy
and generalization for the prediction of short-, mid-, and long-term renew-
able energy resources (wind, solar) when compared to shallow networks
(Zhou et al., 2021; Aslam et al., 2021) and solar energy (Alkhayat and
Mehmood, 2021). Q. Yuan et al. (2020) conducted an extensive review
on the application of DNN models in predicting air temperature based on
morphological parameters (e.g., land cover, vegetation parameter, etc.)
using environmental remote sensing data.

Amajor challenge in the use of data-drivenmodels to predict spatiotem-
poral variations in microclimate conditions in the UCL is represented by
their need for spatially-distributed meteorological data encompassing a
representative range of urban microclimate conditions, which are not
readily available. Long-term in-situ measurement campaigns in urban envi-
ronments are scarce, mainly because of the high costs of deploying instru-
ments in urban areas and difficulties associated with obtaining permits,
and they are also typically limited to point wise information, which might
nd in-situ measured weather data; Step 2: developing multi-scale assessment model
els; Step 3: verifying themulti-scale assessment model and CFD solver against in-situ
idealized urban morphologies to generate the database of CFD simulations; Step 5:
: developing CFD-NN model based on two architectures (DNN, and MLP); Step 7:
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not be representative of corresponding area-averaged quantities in the UCL
(Wang and Wu, 2016). CFD simulations offer an opportunity to in part
bridge this knowledge gap, thanks to their capability to efficiently generate
a large amount of spatially distributed microclimate data. To date, only a
few studies have used CFD simulations to train NNs for the prediction of mi-
croclimate variables, but mostly focusing on natural terrain environments
(Marquez et al., 2013; Yi and Malkawi, 2011).

To overcome issues related to the scarcity of comprehensive microcli-
mate measurements in urban areas, we propose a framework using two
NN models that uses CFD results to downscale climate variables from the
mesoscale to the microscale in arbitrary urban geometries. The NN models
are trained on a database of CFD-generated urbanmicroclimates with vary-
ing morphologies to predict spatially-distributed and time-averaged wind
speed and air temperature magnitudes in the UCL (Fig. 1). The CFD
model is developed and validated against in-situ measurements in a se-
lected urban area for typical and two extreme weather conditions (Steps 1
to 3). The validated CFD model is then used to inform the development of
parameterized idealized urban environments, over which we conduct an
extensive series of CFD simulations, considering both typical and extreme
climate conditions (Steps 4 and 5). Next, the database of CFD simulations
is fed into two NN predictive models using MLP and DNN architectures
which take morphological parameters and mesoscale weather data as in-
puts (Step 6). Finally, the developed models are deployed to predict wind
speed and air temperature variations for a new urban area to examine
their capability to extrapolate to unseen environments (Step 7).

This manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the selected
case study, details of the measurement campaign, and the mesoscale
Fig. 2. Schematic and rendering of the study area: (a) Sweden, (b) Stockholm, Östermal
lected case study, (f and e) Mounted weather station on the roof top of Arrhenius Labora
than the ground surface.
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weather data. It also provides an overview of numerical simulations as
well as of the multi-scale microclimate assessment approach. The perfor-
mance of the assessment approach is then verified in Section 3, across the
considered climate conditions. The urban morphology parameterization
method and developed idealized urban areas are described in Section 4.
The hybrid CFD-NNmodel is discussed in Section 5. The Result and Discus-
sion section (Section 6) first assesses the interactions between climate var-
iables and urban morphologies (Section 6.1), and the performance of the
CFD-NN models are evaluated in Section 6.2, and the reliability of the de-
veloped models for a new set of morphological data is analyzed in
Section 6.3. Limitations of the study are discussed in Section 6.4 and con-
cluding remarks are provided in Section 7.

2. Developing a microclimate assessment model

2.1. Study area and measurement campaign

Stockholm City is located on fifteen islands on the east coast of Sweden,
with elevenmunicipal districts and over 118 km2 of total area. It is themost
populated city in Sweden with several interconnected complex geometric
urban forms, ranging from dense city centers to detached buildings
(Nielsen, 2015). The city is experiencing an exceptionally high rate of ex-
pansion and boom in construction to accommodate the rapid growth of
its population, especially in the districts located at the border line of the
city enclosure (Sweden's National Report for the third United Nations Con-
ference on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development (Habitat III).
Swedish National Report, n.d.). The considered study area is called Norra
m (c) Norra Djurgårdsstaden, (d) Stockholm University, Frescati Campus and the se-
tory building, Pessl iMETOS located at 59°21′56.3″N and 18°03′34.2″E, 26 m higher
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Djurgårdsstaden, located in the Östermalm district. The district hosts 73.5
thousand inhabitants (2016), which is expected to increase to above 104
thousand by 2040 through transforming from an old seaport to a combina-
tion of new constructions within a vast natural environment (Fig. 2) (City
Planning Administration, 2018). A microclimate measurement campaign
has been conducted in this area to evaluate the impact of urbanmorphology
on the local microclimate conditions. One year of continuous measure-
ments, from 00:00, January 1st to 23:00, December 31st, 2018, was carried
out with hourly temporal resolution leveraging a Pessl iMETOS Weather
Station (sampling frequency of 10 min) mounted on the roof of the Arrhe-
nius Laboratory on Frescati Campus, Department of Meteorology (MISU),
Stockholm University (Weather Station - Department of Meteorology, n.
d.). The weather station is located at 59°21′56.3″N and 18°03′34.2″E, and
is 26 m tall. This station uses a RM YOUNG wind monitor for measuring
wind speeds (accuracy: ±0.3 m/s) and directions (accuracy: ±3°); and a
HygroClip sensor for measuring temperature, relative humidity, and dew
point. In an effort to reduce the computational cost of CFD simulations
while accounting for the impact of surrounding obstacles on the measured
data, all major buildings and obstacles taller than 3mwithin a 230m radius
from the weather station were modeled and ingested into the CFD solver.

2.2. Mesoscale weather dataset

Stockholm has an oceanic climatewith high humidity and over 47% an-
nual wet days (Beck et al., 2018). The recorded long-term (1981 and 2016)
average daytime temperature in Stockholm is −1 to 4 °C in winter and 20
to 25 °C in summer. In terms of extremes, the temperature occasionally
drops below−15°C inwinter and rarely rises over 30 °C in summer. The av-
erage daily wind speed is 3.5 m/s in winter and around 2.6 m/s in summer
Fig. 3.Weather conditions and selected typical and extreme days in the studied area, in
and minimum measured temperature vs TMY, (b): measured wind speed vs TMY, (c) ho
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(Sweden Weather|SMHI, n.d.). The variations of wind speed are high and
depend on several factors such as the local topography and temperature
variations. Fig. 3(a, b) compares the Typical Meteorological Year (TMY)
temperature and wind speed (the so-called mesoscale data) against mea-
sured data at the study area. This study adopted a method developed by
Nik (2016) to synthesize typical and extreme weather files based on the
outdoor temperature. The method selects representative and extreme
months based on the Finkelstein–Schafer statistics. In this study, a similar
logic is applied on the weekly scale, whereby weekly mean air temperature
is used as the indicator to synthesize meteorological days with typical, ex-
treme high, and extreme low temperature (for more details about the
method and adopted procedures, the readers are referred to the previous
works by the authors (Javanroodi and Nik, 2019, 2020)). Three 24-hour
weather data are considered as input for conducting the validation study,
including the most typical, warmest and coldest days: Typical Temperature
Day (TTD), Extreme Warm Day (EWD), and Extreme Cold Day (ECD). The
corresponding hourly climate variables for each of these three days are
then used as reference weather data inputs to guide the CFD simulations.
The considered climate variables are wind speed, wind direction, air tem-
perature, global horizontal irradiance, relative humidity, and cloud cover-
age. Wind direction (WD) with an hourly resolution for these three cases
is depicted in Fig. 3(c).

2.3. Setup of the CFD solver

Numerical simulations are conducted via a 3D Reynolds-average
Navier-Stokes (RANS) CFD solver. RANS models present an optimal com-
promise between accuracy and efficiency for building- and terrain-
resolving microclimate studies (Oke, 1987). Alternative approaches such
cluding ECD (January 6th), TTD (May 7th), EWD (May 28th). (a): maximum, mean,
urly wind directions.
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as those based on the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) technique provide en-
hanced accuracy, especially in the UCL and regions of massive flow separa-
tion, but are significantlymore expensive from a computational perspective
and require dedicated high-performance computing resources (Lenz et al.,
2019). In this study, two RANS closure models are considered: A two-
equation turbulence model (Standard k-ɛ model) and a zero-equation tur-
bulence model (algebraic eddy-viscosity model). The performances of
these models are assessed against in-situ measurements. We solve the
ensemble-averaged continuity, momentum, temperature andmoisture con-
servation equations, under the Boussinesq approximation for the evaluation
of buoyancy terms (Schnipke, 1986). The k-ɛ model relies on the
Boussinesq approximation to evaluate μt (eddy viscosity) and kt (eddy
diffusivity) using Eqs. (1) and (2):

μt ¼ ρCμ
K2

ε
(1)

kt ¼ μtCp

Prt
(2)

where ρ is a constant density, K is the turbulent kinetic energy, ε is the rate
of kinetic energy dissipation, adn Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number. In the
Standard k-ɛ model, Reynolds stresses (ρuiuj) are parameterized as a func-
tion of the turbulent kinetic energy (K) and turbulent energy dissipation
(ɛ), whose evolution is described via Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively:

∂ ρKð Þ
∂t

þ ∂ðρKuiÞ
∂xi

¼ ∂

∂xi
� μt

σk

∂K
∂xi

� �
− ρεþ 2μt � Sij � Sij (3)

∂ ρεð Þ
∂t

þ ∂ðρεuiÞ
∂xi

¼ ∂

∂xi
� μt

σε

∂ε

∂xi

� �
þ C1ε

ε

K
2μtSij � Sij − C2ερ

ε2

K
(4)

(σk = 1, σɛ = 1.30, C1ɛ = 1.44, C2ɛ = 1.92, Cμ = 0.09)
The turbulent kinetic energy at the inflow is prescribed via Eq. (5),

K ¼ 0:5 Iuð Þ2 þ Ivð Þ2 þ Iwð Þ2
h i

(5)

where I ¼ u0
u ¼ v0

v ¼ w0
w is the turbulence intensity and u, v and w are the en-

semble time-averagedmean velocity (u', v', and w' are velocityfluctuations).
The ensemble-averaged strain rate tensor, Sij is defined via Eq. (6):

Sij ¼ 1
2

∂ui
∂xi

þ ∂uj
∂xi

� �
(6)

here ui is is the velocity vector, and xj is the independent coordinate.
An algebraic eddy-viscosity model (AEV) is also considered, which is

less accurate and generalizable when compared to the k-ɛ model, but
more efficient. Studies showed that the algebraic eddy-viscosity model
can yield an acceptable performance depending on the scope of the study
(Bazargan and Mohseni, 2012). An algebraic equilibrium wall-layer
model is adopted to model Reynolds stresses and turbulent heat fluxes at
the building facets and street surfaces. The wall layer model is based on
Eq. (7):

Uþ ¼ к−1 log yþ þ B − к−1 log 1þ :3
rSV
v

� �
(7)

where v is the kinematic viscosity, SV is shear velocity, and r (r= 0.017 m
(Ricci et al., 2020)) is the equivalent sand-grain roughness height, B = 5.5
and к = 0.4 are a dimensionless parameter and the von-Kármán constant.
The turbulent heat transfer is enforced based on Spalding's Inner Law
(Mandal and Mazumdar, 2015), depending on values of turbulent and lam-
inar Prandtl numbers. The Turbulent Prandtl number is evaluated via
Eq. (8):

Pr ¼ Cpμ

k
(8)
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where, k and μ are thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of the fluid,
and Cp is the specific heat coefficient of the fluid (constant volume). Air is
treated as a homogenous mixture, with density given by Eq. (9)

ρ ¼ 1 − fð Þρa þ f ρm (9)

Here, ρa and ρm are air density andmoist air density respectively, and
f is mixture fraction condensed water. The mixture fraction and humid-
ity are calculated at each node in the computational domain using an ad-
ditional partial differential equation. Moreover, a radiation model is
used to calculate solar heating through radiative heat transfer based
on the True View Factor and solar heating energy balance equation
(CFD, 2019). In this regard, an additional heat flux term (qri) is assigned
to the wall elements to calculate surface-to-surface radiant exchange
given by Eq. (10).

qri ¼ Ai Gi − Jið Þ (10)

here, Ai is the wall of element i surface, Gi and Ji are respectively
incmoing radiation and radiosity of element i calculated from
Eqs. (11) and (12):

Ji ¼ 1 − εi − τið ÞGi þ εiEbi (11)

Gi ¼ ∑N
j−1JjFi−j (12)

where τi and εi are transmissivity and emissivity, and Ebi is black body
emissive power of element i. The calculation of black body emissive
power is based on Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.669 × 10−8 W/m2-
K4) and the surface temperature of element i. The view factor (Fi-j), is
calculated by projecting an image of the element faces on the sky
dome (to compute the shadowing effects), considering the reciprocity
of factors (Fij = Fji). Adopting view factors as inputs, the solar heat
flux is calculated for each element based on geospatial coordinate
(Stockholm), as well as the date, and time of the simulation.

Fig. A.1-a in Appendix A illustrates the defined computational domain
and boundary conditions based on standards like AIJ and COST guidelines
(Mochida et al., 2002; Tominaga et al., 2008). The vertical and lateral ex-
tent of computational domain are 10H and 20H respectively (H is 26 m
for the selected case and 48 m for the IUAs). Symmetry boundary condi-
tions are imposed on the lateral surfaces of the domain. Wind speed, air
temperature, and humidity boundary conditions are defined at the inlet,
while the outlet is set to a uniform zero gradient conditions. The ground
surface is assigned an albedo of 0.5 (asphalt). The model is discretized
based on stabilized Finite Element Method (FEM), where advection terms
are discretized based on amodified streamline upwindmethod in the solver
and the SIMPLE-R (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations-
Revised) technique is used for the velocity-pressure coupling (CFD, 2019;
Patankar, 1980). Each idealized urban model in this study has about
620000 hexahedral elements (mesh resolutions of 0.3 m). Convergences
are monitored at multiple defined monitor points throughout the computa-
tional domain and a tolerance of 10−4 for the Turbulence Kinetic Energy
(TKE) and continuity terms and 10−6 for all other terms is considered.
We found such values to be sufficient to yield converged solutions by pro-
grammatically varying tolerances for a reference case. Simulations are con-
ducted using Autodesk CFD. The CFD solver has also been previously
validated by the authors (Javanroodi et al., 2018; Javanroodi and Nik,
2020) under a similar problem setup (against wind tunnel data, ANSYS Flu-
ent simulations, and Silsoe cube (Richards et al., 2001)).

2.4. Multi-scale microclimate assessment approach

Fig. 4-a depicts a portion of the urban boundary layer for the consid-
ered study area. We validate the model against the in-situ measurements
while at the same time also characterizing CFDmodel predictions across
a range of scales within the urban roughness sublayer (RSL)—defined as
that layer of the atmosphere that extends from the ground up to 5 times



Fig. 4. (a): The definition of microscale and mesoscale based on Oke (Oke, 1987): 1) Urban canopy layer, 2) Roughness sub-layer, 3) Surface layer, 4) Inertial sub-layer,
5) Mixed layer, 6) Urban boundary layer, 7) Free atmosphere; (b): Nine vertical layers over which monitor points are defined. (c): First scenario (S1): 341 monitor points,
(d): Second scenario (S2): one monitor point at 26 m height sited at the location of the weather station.
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the mean building height (Oke, 2017). Specifically, we define two spa-
tial averaging scenarios, based on a set of “monitor” points in space. A
total of 341 monitor points are defined over and within the urban sur-
face, organized into a 9 × 5 grid of constant 16 m stencil over the hor-
izontal plane, and nine vertical layers spanning from 2 m to 50 m above
ground level. In the first scenario, S1 (Fig. 4-c), wind velocities and air
temperature are averaged over the 341 monitor points; in the second
scenario, S2 (Fig. 4-d), only one monitor point at the location of the in-
situ measurement is considered. CFD results for each of the considered
scenarios and flow statistic are compared against corresponding in-situ
measurements.

3. CFD model validation

In this section, we compare predictions from the k-ɛ and AEV models
against time-varying wind speed, air temperature, and humidity from the
in-situ measurements for the two aforementioned averaging scenarios.
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Twenty-four CFD simulations were conducted for each of the ECD, TTD,
and EWD cases (seventy-two simulations in total), forcing the CFD model
via the mesoscale wind speed (Uref), wind direction (θref), air temperature
(Tref), and relative humidity (RHref) variables. Fig. 5 compares microscale,
measured, and mesoscale wind speed and temperature for ECD (January
6th, 2018), TTD (May 7th, 2018) and EWD (May 28th, 2018). An overview
of the wind speed results shows a good agreement between simulated data
and measured data using the Standard k-ɛ model at the measurement
location (S3), while the AEV model overpredicts the measurements.
These results are in line with findings from previous studies such as
Moonen et al. (2012), and Ricci et al. (2020). For S2 and S1 scenarios
(Section 2.4); the average wind speed and standard deviation using k-ɛ
model have less than 8% relative difference compared to measured data.
These differences are up to 31% and 39% for wind speed and its standard
deviation using the AEV turbulence model.

In terms of air temperature at the microscale, predictions from the
Standard k-ɛ model are in good agreement with measured data for the S1



Fig. 5. Comparison betweenmesoscale, measured, andmicroscale CFD temperature and wind speedmagnitudes across the considered real urban area based on convergence
scenarios (S1, S2). Left panel: ECD; Mid panel: TTD; Right panel: EWD.
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scenario during all of the considered days, while the AEV model over-
estimates temperatures throughout. For example, in ECD, the difference be-
tween the measured and simulated temperature at S2, and S1 are 13%, and
7% for the Standard k-ɛmodel, and 14%, and 21% for AEV model. In EWY,
the temperature difference between CFD simulation using k-ɛ model and
measured data was higher (up to 1.5 °C for S1) when compared to the ECD
and TTD conditions. This behavior can be related to the presence of a UHI,
which the CFD model fails to capture. The AEV model is five times more
efficient than the two equations model, but it failed to estimate wind speed
and air temperature properly for all the considered days. Thus, considering
its higher accuracy and reasonable computational load, the Standard k-ɛ
model and S1 convergence scenario is adopted in the CFD solver for the ide-
alized urban areas (See Fig. A.2 inAppendixA comparing plan-viewCFD con-
tours at 2mheight from surface ground forwind velocity and air temperature
using Standard k-ɛ and AEV turbulence models).

4. Development of an urban morphology parameterization method

4.1. Definition of morphological parameters

As discussed in the literature review, several morphological parameters
have been adopted to assess the microclimate conditions. In this study,
eight well-established morphological parameters that are commonly
adopted in the building energy community are used to develop the urban
morphology parameterization method (Fig. 6). The main parameter used
to quantify the horizontal expansion in this study is Plot Area Ratio
(PAR). This parameter is the total floor area of the buildings divided by
the total site area, and is defined via Eq. (13):

PAR ¼ ∑i¼1Ai
� �� mi

Aa
(13)

where,Ai is thefloor area of the building imultiplied by its number offloors
(m), and Aa is the total horizontal area of the site. To parametrize the char-
acteristic of each building as a function of its sub-site (for each building),
Site Coverage Index (SCI) is developed as the total area of the ground
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floor of buildings (Ag) divided by the total area of the sub-site (As) using
Eq. (14):

SCI ¼ ∑n
i¼1ðAgi � As

−1Þ (14)

To account for height-related information, two other parameters are
here introduced, namely the Volume Area Ratio (VAR) and the Frontal
AreaDensity (λf) given by Eqs. (15) and (16) respectively.VAR is calculated
based on the total volume of buildings (A.h) divided by the site area (Aa)
and mean height of urban area (zd):

VAR ¼ ∑n
i¼1ni Ai : hið Þ � zd−1Aa

−1 (15)

whereas λf is defined as the frontal area of the built environment over the
total horizontal surface area, which is a function of the reference ap-
proaching wind direction (θ), i.e.,

λf θð Þ ¼ ∑n
i¼1A f i θð Þ � Ah

−1 (16)

Another important morphological parameter often used in urban en-
ergy studies is the so-called Height to Width ratio (H/W), which mea-
sures the aspect ratio of a characteristic street canyon. H/W in
symmetrical canyons is simply calculated by dividing the uniform
height of canyon walls by the width of the canyon. However, in real
urban areas with complex morphologies, the majority of canyons are
asymmetric. By parameterizing the streets and canyons as a function
of canyon length, the H/W ratio is calculated for all locations of the ide-
alized urban areas (Eq. (17)).

HWij ¼
0:5 hi þ hj

� �� Li1
Wij � Lai

(17)

where Li is the length of the rectangle perpendicular to the point ‘ij’ on
XY plane, Lai is the total length of the canyon, and W is the distance be-
tween canyon buildings along the street grid. Since H/W ratio cannot
represent the height of the all monitor points, the database of values is
defined as a second-order matrix to the solver. Thus, it can only



Fig. 6.Graphical representation ofmain morphological parameters in the developed urbanmorphology parameterization method: (a):λf (b): PAR, (c): VAR, (d): SCI, (e): SVF
(Ψ), (f): Effective Length (Le), (g): H/W ratio.
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represent the urban morphology at an XY plane for monitor points lo-
cated at 2 m height above the ground level. To consider the location of
monitor points along the Z axis, the Sky View Factor (ѱ) is also calcu-
lated for each monitor point. It defines the fraction of the overlaying
hemisphere occupied by the sky at each level. Given by Eq. (18), sky
view factor for a point located in a canyon is calculated as sky hemi-
sphere visible from the point:

ѱwij
¼ sin2βij þ cosβij − 1

� � � cosβij
� �−1 ð18Þ

where β is calculated using Eq. (19):

βij ¼ tan −1 hi þ hj
� �
0:5Wij

� �
(19)
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The Sky View Factor for this point can be calculated from Eq. (20):

ѱpij
¼ 1 − 2ѱwij

(20)

Two other easy-to-calculate parameters are the coordinate of eachmon-
itor point: Normalized Height (Hn), and Effective Length (Le). Using these
two parameters, the impact of the reference wind direction can also be con-
sidered in the parameterization method. By using these two parameters,
there will be no need to consider otherwidely-used parameters in the build-
ing energy and urban climate community such as the Roughness Length
(RL) which is based on average volumetric building height, λf, PAR, and
Surface-Averaged Drag Coefficient (Cd) of an urban site (Xu et al., 2017).
RL cannot represent the specific location of monitor points and calculating
Cd can be quite challenging in complex urban areas. Thus, by defining Hn



Fig. 7.Developing Idealized Urban Areas (IUAs) based on BMC technique (Javanroodi et al., 2018) (a): basicmodule of the ‘BMC’ technique, (b) modular sub-site resulting in
a 9 × 9 cells, (c) horizontal expansion of sub-site for the design of urban canopies and streets, (d) vertical expansion of the developed layout for the idealized urban
environments based on height distribution, (e) most frequent building layouts in the selected area, (f) resulting idealized urban areas (IUA) based on the aforementioned
morphological parameters (the central building is considered as a constant form to enhance the feasibility of the comparative approach of the study).
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and Le, themorphological and aerodynamic (wind direction) characteristics
of eachmonitor point can be represented to be used as input for NNmodels.
Hn and Le are calculated using Eqs. (21) and (22) respectively:

Hni ¼ hi � hmax−1 (21)

Le θkð Þ ¼ Li θkð Þ � Lmax θkð Þ−1 (22)

here, hmax is the maximum height of buildings in the urban area, which is
equal to 50m in this study and θ is the reference wind direction. Moreover,
Lmax is the maximum site length, and Li is the distance of point ‘i’ from the
origin in respect to the corresponding wind direction.

4.2. Generating idealized urban areas

Five idealized urban areas (IUA) are generated based on the introduced
morphological parameterization method adopting the “Building Modular
10
Cell” (BMC) technique developed by Javanroodi et al. (2019). The BMC
technique is based on the modular horizontal and vertical expansion of a
basic 4 × 4 × 4 m3 cube to generate building forms and complex urban
morphologies based on a range of five urban densities. The application of
BMC is extensively used in in urban energy (Javanroodi et al., 2018),micro-
climate (Javanroodi andNik, 2020), and urban energy system (Perera et al.,
2021b) studies. Here, BMC technique is further developed by selecting five
most frequent architectural layouts out of 25 distinct layouts pertaining to
the selected area (Fig. 7). The dimension of the selected layouts is normal-
ized to the basic rectangular module which encompasses a 10 × 10 grid
with 100 cells (each cell is a square with 4 m dimension). A regular urban
area in Stockholm is an area with contiguous buildings with no more
than 200 m distance between them and accommodating at least 200 resi-
dents each (Localities, 2019). The mean household size in Stockholm is
2.6 persons (2.2 persons in Sweden) and the population density is 1432
per m2 (Localities, 2019). Thus, a 184 × 136 m2 rectangular site is de-
signed, covered by eight buildings, and one public open space (25,024 m2



Fig. 8. (a) 84 monitor points at 2 m above ground level for Case 4, (b) a schematic section at (xi, y4, zn) coordinate to show nine defined height surfaces at each location in
IUA4, (c) typical and extreme mesoscale wind speed, air temperature, and wind direction considered as reference input in CFD simulations of IUAs.
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total area). A 6 × 6 m2 green space was defined at the right corner of each
site according to the average urban vegetation cover per squaremeter in the
studied area. The total planar area fraction of buildings varies from 0.23 to
0.51. Two types of streets are considered in each urban area, includingwide
(32 m width) and narrow (8 m width) streets, based on the existing urban
streets and canyons in the selected area. Real urban areas are typically char-
acterized by a non-uniform building height distribution, thus the building
height in the IUAs is defined based on a mixed-height distribution criterion
(readers are referred to a previous paper by the authors (Javanroodi et al.,
2019) for more information). The main constraint for the height distribu-
tion is the magnitudes of the PAR and SCI parameters, where IUAs with
higher PAR and SCI magnitudes have a higher number of floors. Based on
the average household size and population density, the minimum number
of the floors in the urban areas was adjusted to a minimum of 42 (IUA
with the lowest PAR and BCR) to a maximum of 66 (IUA with the highest
PAR and BCR) floors. Considering at least two apartments on each floor,
the minimum total number of residents in the developed urban area is
not less than 218 persons with a total area of 25,000 m2.

4.3. Adopting the verified multi-scale approach

Based on the verified convergence scenario and Standard k-ɛmodel, for
each IUA, 756 monitor points at 84 sets (each set represents a location on
XY axis with 9 points at Z-axis from 2 to 55 m height above ground) in a
15 × 11 matrix are considered based on the introduced multi-scale assess-
ment approach (Section 2.4). These monitor points are categorized based
on the distance between buildings and the depth of the canyons considering
both short canyons (L/H ≤ 3) and long canyons (L/H > 5); where L is the
length andH is the average height of canyons (Arkon andÖzkol, 2014). Ac-
cordingly, in the long canyons with 32mwidth 66 sets (594 points in total)
and in the short canyons with 8 m width between buildings 18 sets (108
points in total) are defined. Each monitor point has a given coordinate
(xi, yj, zk) representing the distance of the given point from the defined or-
igin (0,0,0). For example, the monitor point with (x2, y4, z2) coordinate rep-
resents a point at the middle of the second short canyon (C2) at 4 m height.
The absolute distance between two adjacent points is 12 m, considering
three sets in each short canyon and eighteen sets in each long canyons
(Fig. 8-a, b). Seven reference mesoscale wind speeds (Uref = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, and 7 m·s−1), two air temperature magnitudes (Tref = −15, and 30 °C)
and four major wind directions (θ = 0, 90, 180 and 270°) are considered
based on climate conditions of selected area as boundary conditions in
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the CFD solver for IUAs (Fig. 8-c). A total number of 280 CFD simulations
are conducted (56 CFD simulations per IUA) varying programmatically
the input parameters (see Section 3 for input parameters). Fig. 8-c shows
reference wind direction, wind speed, and air temperature values that con-
sidered in the CFD simulation of IUAs. The magnitudes of reference wind
speed and air temperature represent both typical and extreme mesoscale
weather conditions. Fig. A.1-b in Appendix A shows the defined computa-
tional domain and boundary conditions for the considered IUAs.

The evaluation of microclimate in the IUAs is done through mean pro-
files of wind speed and air temperature against z/h (height of monitor
point divided by average height of buildings at each IUA). Moreover, Rich-
ardson number profiles are also used to assess the discern simulations based
on their degree of convectiveness. The calculation of Richardson number is
a dimensionless quantity that determines the ratio of buoyancy to shear
production of turbulence, and is defined via Eq. (23):

Rigrad ¼ g=Tvð Þ ∂θv=∂zð Þ
∂u=∂zð Þ2 þ ∂v=∂zð Þ2 (23)

where g is the gravitational acceleration (set as 9.8 m·s−2), Tv is the abso-
lute temperature, z is the height above ground level, and u and v are the hor-
izontal wind components.

5. Developing CFD-NN prediction models

To capture the non-linear relationship between the considered urban
canopy geometries and climate variables, two NN models, namely MLP ?
thyc=5?> and DNN models, are considered with different architectures
(e.g., number of hidden layers, neurons, and features). The MLP model is
developed via the Scikit-learn Python library (Varoquaux et al., 2015),
whereas the Deep Neural Network (DNN) model is based on TensorFlow
(TensorFlow White Papers, n.d.). The structure of the developed feed-
forward model is based on using an MLP network with one hidden layer
(Fig. 9-left), which is a supervised learning algorithm based on Error
Backpropagation to train on a dataset and a set of features as X = x1,
x2, …, xm. MLP learns the function f(x) given by Eq. (24):

f xð Þ ¼ wiþ1g wT
i xm þ bi

� �þ bj (24)

here wi is the ith weight of input and hidden layers, and bi is bias added to
the ith hidden layer and bj is bias added to the output layer. The weights



Fig. 9. Architecture of the developed MLP (left) and DNN (right) models.
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and biases are applied to the inputs and pass an activation function g(·) :
Rm → Ro, where m and o are the number of dimensions of inputs and out-
put. Two activation functions including a sigmoid with a range from 0 to
1 (Eq. (25)) and hyperbolic tangent (tanH) with a range from −1 to 1
(Eq. (26)) are deployed in the MLP model as:

g zð Þ ¼ 1
1þ ez

(25)

tanh zð Þ ¼ ez − e−z

ez þ e−z
(26)

Adopting random initial weights, MLP minimizes the Square Error Loss
Function (Eq. (27)) via iterative update of the weights (wi), i.e.,

Loss ŷ, y,wð Þ ¼ 1
2

ŷ − yj jj j 2
2
þ α

2
wj jj j

2

2
(27)

Using Gradient Descent with Momentum (GDM) optimization algo-
rithm the estimated weights are updated using Eq. (28):

wiþ1 ¼ wi − ηk∇Loss
w

i
þ αΔwi (28)

here, η0 is the learning rate parameter (initial learning rate set as 0.4), and α
is the momentum rate (set as 0.9). Additionally, adopting the Permutation
Feature Importance function, the model dependency to the selected fea-
tures is indicated.

Due to complex interactions between morphological parameters and
microclimate variables, a single layer might not be able to capture all
non-linearities, and two or more hidden layers are often used to better cap-
ture complex non-linear interactions (Basheer and Hajmeer, 2000). The
Table 1
Configuration used for MLP and DNN prediction models.

Models No. of hidden layer No. of neurons

MLP 1 [10, 15, 20, 25, 30]
DNN 2 [10, 15, 20, 25, 30]

3 [10, 15, 20, 25, 30]
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error terms of back propagation inMLP networksmight decrease by adding
more hidden layers (Panchal et al., 2011). However, complex multilayer
MLP models with redundant hidden layers can lead to overfitting
(Rynkiewicz, 2012). Thus, two standard deep neural networks are also de-
veloped with two and three hidden layers (Fig. 9-right). In the developed
DNN models based on (Sweden's National Report for the third United Na-
tions Conference on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development (Habitat
III). Swedish National Report, n.d.), the non-linear and linear transforma-
tions are composed at each level, followed by the connected neuron of
the output layer via Eq. (29):

α ¼ ∑n
i¼1ωixi þ bi (29)

where xi is the input, ωi is the weight, b is the bias and α is the output var-
iable. The DNNmodelminimizes the error between predictions and the tar-
get outputs by updating the weights and biases (w and b) via an
optimization algorithm based on back propagation. The activation function
for the hidden layers is the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) and for the output
layer is set to softmax as recommended by several research workswith sim-
ilar structure due to better performance and efficiency (Su et al., 2017;
Achieng, 2019). ReLU and softmax activation functions are expressed
using Eqs. (30) and (31) as following:

relu αð Þ ¼ max 0, αð Þ (30)

softmax αð Þ ¼ eαi

∑je
αj

(31)

For each iteration, the loss function partial derivative values are calcu-
lated for each input parameter. The Adaptive Moment Estimation
(ADAM) algorithm is used as optimizer.
No. of features Activation functions Optimizer

[9, 8, 7, 6] [Sigmoid, tanH] [SGD]
[9, 8, 7, 6] (ReLu, softmax) [Adam]
[9, 8, 7, 6] (ReLu, softmax) [Adam]



Fig. 10. Mean wind speed and air temperature profiles for long (a, b), and short
canyons (c, d) based on normalized magnitudes (Uref = 2 m·s−1, Tref = 30 °C).
Error bars showing the variation of climate variables based on four wind
directions (θ = 0, 90, 180, 270°).
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For both models, different data segment partitions are examined for the
training sets. To achieve optimal performance, a different number of neu-
rons, hidden layers, and features are also examined (Table 1). The models
are trained on the database of CFD simulation (wind speed and air temper-
ature), and ninemorphological parameters as features (PAR, VAR,H/W, λf,
Le, Hn, SVF, X, and Y coordinates).

The performance of each model with corresponding configurations is
assessed in Section 6.2. To assess the performance of the predictionmodels,
the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and R-squared (R2) are calculated
using Eqs. (32) and (33) respectively via the Scikit-learn library.

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N
∑N

i¼1 byi − yið Þ
r

(32)

R2 ¼ 1−
∑N

i¼1 yi − byið Þ2
∑N

i¼1 yi − yð Þ2 , y ¼ ∑N
i¼1yi (33)

6. Results and discussion

The impact of urban morphology on the fluctuations of climate vari-
ables are investigated for typical and extreme weather conditions in
Section 6.1. The interactions between climate variables in all IUAs are
assessed using a conventional multi-linear regression model. The perfor-
mance of the developed CFD-NN models in predicting climate variables is
assessed in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 examines the accuracy of the developed
model in predicting urban microclimates of an unseen urban morphology
across a range of forcing conditions. Limitations of the proposed study fol-
low in Section 6.4.

6.1. Interactions between climate variables and urban morphology

This section aims to characterize the relation between climate variables
(wind speed, turbulence components, and air temperature) and urban mor-
phology. Wind speed variations and air temperature across the considered
urban areas are assessed using mean profiles for short and long canyons
over UCL (average of all monitor points considering mean wind velocity
in all directions) for all IUAs (Fig. 10). Figs. A.3 and A.4 in Appendix A
show wind velocity and air temperature plan-view CFD at 2 m with
Uref =1m·s−1 and Tref =30 °C. Assessing mean profiles and CFD contours
show that the inflection point in each IUA is a function of urban morphol-
ogy, which varies with the value of reference wind direction and complex-
ity of the building forms. For example, for reference wind directions θ=0°
and 180°, the flow is channeled along long canyons which amplifies the
wind speed at the near ground surfaces. On the contrary, when the ap-
proaching flow is perpendicular to the long canyon's axis (θ = 90 and
270), the airflow is blocked by the windward buildings and a cavity-like re-
gime characterizes the street canyon. While the majority of studies with
uniform building height reported a direct relation between density-based
parameters and velocity gradient (Abd Razak et al., 2013; Kono et al.,
2010), no apparent trend is found in our cases, which feature buildings of
variable height and a relatively rich morphology.

With θ=0° andUref=1m·s−1, in the case of IUA3,4,5, thewind speed is
constant from 0.03 to 0.14 z/h in short canyons, while in IUA1,2 due to
higher shear stress, the slope of vertical shear rate is notably higher. In
the case of long canyons, this condition can be only seen in IUA1, whereas
the slope of wind gradient is notably larger in θ = 0, and 180° due to the
channeling flow effect. The shear stress in urban areas such as IUA2 and
IUA3 with more complex building forms is not sensitive to variations in
the approaching wind direction. Nevertheless, compared to the short can-
yons, the local vertical average shear rate due to the dominant shear stress
at the bottom of long canyons. In all IUAs, the inflection point can be seen
from z/h of 0.25 to 0.35 (where h is the average height of IUA). The highest
deviation difference between normalized wind speed magnitudes in long
canyons is less than 3% for all four corresponding wind directions with
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few exceptions such as IUA2 in θ = 90° (5%), and IUA5 in θ = 0 and
180° (8% and 11%).

For short canyons, the flow pattern of the wind speed is affected by the
variations of the surface roughness that amplify the upstream flows. For ex-
ample, with θ = 0° (where only C1 can be considered as windward); the
highest wind speed magnitude near ground surface (z/h less than 0.15) is
observed in IUA1and IUA4 with the highest roughness and semi-cuboid
forms. This is due to the lower distance between B1 and B2 buildings
(8 m) compared to the other three IUAs; which results in lower wind
speed amplification. To better understand the impacts of short/long can-
yons on the vertical gradient of wind speed at each IUA, Fig. A.3 in
Appendix A shows mean wind speed profiles at five different sets of moni-
tor points based on normalized values (Uref=5m·s−1, and Tref=−15 °C).

A closer look into the air temperature contours in the short canyons
shows considerably lower temperatures compared to long canyons (see
Fig. A.5 in Appendix A comparing normalized mean wind profiles in
three calculation sets located in the wider streets). For example, with θ =
180° approaching wind in IUA4 (with 64% site coverage and courtyard
forms) the air temperature below z/h = 0.69 is notably higher in C5 com-
pared to C6 (which is closer to the approaching wind speed). The same phe-
nomenon can be seen in θ= 0° between these two canyons as well as θ=
90 and 270°; where in θ=90°, the air temperature at the selected canyons
is lower due to higher wind speeds compared to θ = 270°. The highest air
temperature over UCL is observed in IUA5 with the lowest built density.
This is due to the low amount of shading and low average wind speed
over UCL in IUA5. However, higher microscale wind speed can result in
lower temperature by improving thermal circulation; particularly in short
canyons.



Fig. 11. Average wind speed (Uref = 1 and 7 m·s−1) as a function of average normalized air temperature (Tref = 30 °C) at microscale.
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The mean wind speed and air temperature profiles imply lower wind
speed variations as a function of height with higher reference wind speeds
(e.g.Uref=3–7m·s−1) due to larger flow gradients near the ground surface
as a result of reverse vortices. However, it is important to assess how ther-
mal stratification affects turbulence production and flow regime at each
IUA. Thus Fig. A.6 shows a plot of Gradient Richardson number as a func-
tion of height (z/h) for Uref = 1 m·s−1 (left panel) and 7 m·s−1 (right
panel) using average wind velocity components (u, v) and potential temper-
ature (θv) over UCL, which is used in meteorology to characterize the dy-
namic stability of a stratified flow. The vertical line on the graphs shows
themagnitude of the Critical Richardson number (Ric=0.25), that denotes
the value below which a statistically uni-dimensional stratified shear flow
will be unstable to small perturbation. According to the results, with
Uref = 1 m·s−1, the flow regime is mostly stable under z/h = 1, except
for IUA1 and IUA4 with Ri less than 0.25 at z/h = 0.3 to 0.6. However,
with Uref = 7 m·s−1 the Rigrad remains under the Ric throughout the UCL,
except for IUA5. A similar condition can be seen in IUA2 under z/h = 1
with both low and high reference wind speeds. The value of Rigrad decreases
by height in IUA5, whereas at the top of the canopy (z/h=2.5) the Rigrad is
always less than 0.1.
Table 2
Performance indicators for different number of neurons in the two considered CFD-
NNpredictionmodels:MLPwith one hidden layer andDNNwith two hidden layers.

Units Target MLP DNN

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test

10 Um 0.66 0.59 0.128 0.146 0.81 0.78 0.087 0.087
Tm 0.81 0.76 0.094 0.109 0.91 0.84 0.068 0.081

15 Um 0.82 0.73 0.076 0.112 0.85 0.81 0.082 0.08
Tm 0.88 0.85 0.072 0.081 0.92 0.89 0.061 0.068

20 Um 0.88 0.78 0.087 0.091 0.89 0.83 0.071 0.086
Tm 0.90 0.87 0.068 0.074 0.92 0.89 0.059 0.073

25 Um 0.88 0.81 0.076 0.0 0.91 0.86 0.067 0.078
Tm 0.90 0.87 0.076 0.073 0.93 0.92 0.057 0.062

30 Um 0.88 0.81 0.074 0.079 0.91 0.87 0.065 0.076
Tm 0.91 0.86 0.069 0.079 0.93 0.92 0.057 0.062
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Another important aspect of microclimate assessment is quantifying
the interactions between wind speed and air temperature. Linear regres-
sions are evaluated between average wind speed and average air tem-
perature (out of all monitor points) over UCL in all IUAs. Generally, a
weak linear correlation is observed between average wind speed and
air temperature in the short and long canyons. Except for IUA5 in θ =
0, 90, and 270° (with R2 of 0.71, 0.87, and 0.91 respectively), no signif-
icant correlations are observed in other IUAs (R2 < 0.74). We also pres-
ent a linear regression analysis to highlight relations between the
averaged (all monitor points) Um, and Tm and the morphological param-
eters (PAR, VAR, λf, H/W, SVF, Le, Hn, X, Y). The value of R2 for wind
speed and air temperature using MLR models are 0.21 and 0.35 respec-
tively. Thus, no general rule can be derived out of the results based on
the variation of IUAs or reference wind direction using linear regression
models. In terms of average values (out of all monitor points), the
highest average air temperature in both long and short canyons can be
seen in IUA5 with the lowest average wind speed magnitude located in
the near the ground surface, and probably the result of low shading
(Fig. 11). In this IUA, mean wind speed tends to converge to the refer-
ence wind speed from 26 m height to higher elevations; however, due
to lower shear stress near the ground surface, a higher average wind
speed is observed in the short canyons. Although linear regression anal-
ysis based on average values can present an overview of microclimate
conditions in each IUA, no generalized linear relation can be derived
out of the results, even for IUA5.
Table 3
Impacts of different number of hidden layers on the performance of two CFD-NN
prediction models.

NN
models

No. of hidden
layer

Um Tm

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test

MLP 1 0.88 0.84 0.076 0.081 0.91 0.88 0.071 0.077
2 0.87 0.84 0.075 0.080 0.91 0.88 0.071 0.077

DNN 2 0.89 0.87 0.071 0.074 0.93 0.92 0.057 0.061
3 0.91 0.89 0.067 0.071 0.94 0.92 0.049 0.061



Table 4
Impacts of different training-test ratios on the performance of prediction models.

Training set ratio [%] Model Um Tm

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

70 MLP 0.88 0.076 0.91 0.065
DNN 0.91 0.065 0.94 0.051

60 MLP 0.84 0.081 0.89 0.071
DNN 0.91 0.067 0.94 0.052

50 MLP 0.79 0.090 0.81 0.087
DNN 0.87 0.074 0.92 0.061
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6.2. Developing a hybrid CFD-NN prediction model

As discussed in Section 5, two NN microclimate prediction models
(with MLP and DNN architectures), are developed to capture the non-
linear relationships between climate variables and urban form, based
Fig. 12. Permutation feature importance analysis considering nine morphological para
(b) and wind speed (c) at microscale considering all monitor points.
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on the previously defined morphological parameters. In this section,
we first carry out a sensitivity analysis to identify the optimal network
architecture (number of hidden layers, neurons, data segmentation
ratio, activation, and optimization functions). Architectures compris-
ing 5 to 30 neurons are assessed here in terms of RMSE and R2 consid-
ering three different train-test split ratios (Table 2). According to the
results, no sensible variations in the predictive capacity of the MLP
network occur beyond 20 neurons and one hidden layer (R2 = 0.88
and 0.90 for wind speed and air temperature, respectively). It is im-
portant to note that a higher number of neurons can negatively affect
the out-of-sample predictive capabilities of the model (overfitting). A
similar analysis was carried out for the DNN model, and the final ar-
chitecture consisted of 25 neurons distributed between two hidden
layers (R2 = 0.91 and 0.93 for wind speed and air temperature,
respectively).

In an attempt to improve the accuracy of the NNmodels, a hidden layer
with the same number of optimal neurons is added to both models. Al-
though no significant improvement was observed for the MLP model,
meters (a), the result of CFD-NN prediction model adopting DNN for temperature



Table 5
The performance of developed CFD-NN models in predicting wind speed and
temperature.

Best models Um Tm

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

MLP 0.88 0.076 0.91 0.065
DNN 0.91 0.065 0.94 0.053
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modest variations (less than 0.02 improvement of R2)were observed for the
DNN model with three hidden layers (Table 3).

An important consideration for a NN model is its capability to generate
good predictions when trained with scarce datasets. This could be even
more important for microclimate studies, which suffer from the lack of
long-term and spatially distributed measurements. Here, the optimal
models were trained based on three different train-test split ratios. The
dataset is randomly divided into training and test subsets by 70/30, 60/
40, and 50/50 split (Table 4). Results show that bothMLP and DNNmodels
are capable of learning and predicting wind speed and temperature to an
acceptable degree of accuracy. The value of R2 in the MLP model with a
60% training ratio is only decreased by a few percentage points when
compared to the 70% training subset for wind speed and air temperature
respectively. The value of R2 for MLP model with train/test split ratio of
50%–50% decreases by 0.09 and 0.10 for wind speed and air temperature
Fig. 13. Left: a new IUA to test the performance of developed CFD-NN prediction mode
temperature and wind speed in IUATest.
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respectively compared to optimal model (with train/test split ratio of
70%–30%). This is while the DNN model showed a satisfactory perfor-
mance with a train/test split ratio of 50%–50% split ratio; showing reliable
predictions for both wind speed and air temperature.

The importance of each feature (morphological parameters) is also
assessed for both prediction models by conducting a sensitivity analysis
using the Permutation Importance function in the Scikit-learn Python li-
brary. Here, the importance of features is computed considering both train-
ing and testing datasets. Specifically, the values of each feature are shuffled,
and its impact on the loss function variations and performance deteriora-
tion of the NNmodel is assessed. This procedure is repeated for all nine fea-
tures. According to the results, six predictors including Le (0.21), λf (0.18),
SVF (0.14), H/W (0.12), VAR (0.11), X (0.06), and Y (0.07) showed the
highest importance in determining NNmodels (Fig. 12-a). These predictors
are selected as features for the best performance prediction models. Predic-
tions from the CFD simulations of the cases are inter compared against cor-
responding results from the best performance DNN model in Fig. 12-b, c.
The DNN model features an R2 = 0.91, (RMSE = 0.065) for wind speed,
and R2 = 0.94 (RMSE = 0.053) for air temperature, which can be consid-
ered as satisfactory for most urban microclimate applications. The MLP
model also showed a comparable accuracy without taking elapsed training
time into consideration, with a R2 of 0.88 (RMSE= 0.076) for wind speed
and R2 of 0.91 (RMSE = 0.065) for air temperature. The training time for
the DNNmodel showed two times speedup compared to theMLPmodel. Al-
though the training time for IUAs in this study is not significant (<1 h for
the MLP model), a faster training time can be immensely helpful for real
l for a new set of data, Right: results of CFD-NN prediction model adopting DNN for



Table 6
The performance of developed CFD-NN models in predicting wind speed and tem-
perature in IUAtest.

CFD-NN models IUAtest

Um Tm

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

MLP 0.67 0.129 0.74 0.116
DNN 0.74 0.115 0.81 0.094
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complex urban morphologies with larger areas and larger degrees of scale
separation. Results showed that both of the developed NN models are reli-
able and capable of capturing non-linear interactions between urban form,
wind speed, and air temperature profiles (see Table 5).

6.3. Deploying CFD-NN model for a new case

An important aspect of NN-based predictionmodels is their capability to
yield good predictions beyond the training data. In this section, the MLP
and DNN models are deployed to predict wind speed and air temperature
Fig. 14. The performance of CFD-NN prediction model adopting DNN in predicting aver
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over and within a new urban morphology. A new IUA is generated
(Fig. 13-a) based on the parameterization method described in Section 4
(referred to as IUATest). The verified multi-scale assessment approach
(Section 4.3) is defined for the IUAtest with 759monitor points. A total num-
ber of 56 new CFD simulations are conducted using the verified CFDmodel
(Section 2.4) for seven reference wind speeds (Uref = 1 to 7 m·s−1) in two
extreme air temperatures (Tref =−15, 30), and four approaching wind di-
rections (θ=0, 90, 180, 270). The normalized database of CFD simulations
is considered as the ground truth for the NN validation effort. The devel-
oped prediction models are used to predict mean wind speed and air tem-
perature where averaging is performed over the previously introduced
monitor points.

Both models showed an acceptable performance in predicting air tem-
perature compared to CFD simulation results (see Table 6). The value of
R2 and corresponding RMSE for the MLP network in predicting air temper-
ature is 0.74 and 0.116 respectively, whereas the DNN model showed a
slightly better performance in predicting air temperature with R2 of 0.81,
and RMSE of 0.094. In terms ofwind speed, both predictionmodels showed
a slightly lower accuracy, with an R2 value of 0.74 (RMSE= 0.115) for the
DNNmodel, and R2=0.67 (RMSE=0.129) for theMLP one, respectively.
Fig. 13-b–e contrasts CFD with NN values for the DNN model in terms of
both air temperature and wind speed for this test case. Discrepancies
age (all monitor points) wind speed (top), and temperature (bottom) in all six IUAs.
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between the NN and CFD results are particularly apparent for low wind ve-
locity, which might pertain to convective flow regimes, thus highlight-
ing that these regimes could be a potential challenge for NN models,
at least for the considered geometries. Overall, based on our study, the
explanatory capabilities of the NN models can be considered as satisfac-
tory for typical microclimate studies with respect to building energy
performance analysis. It should be noted that the predictions are solely
based on morphological parameters that are pertinent to building
energy studies.

Fig. 14 compares the values of average site temperature andwind speed
averaged over the monitor points for the DNNmodel and across the consid-
ered IUAs. The developed model shows an good performance in predicting
the average wind speed and air temperature magnitudes. In IUA1–5, the
model predicts average wind speed and air temperature respectively with
less than 8% and 3% relative error. It should be noted that no specific
trend can be observed based on wind direction magnitude. For example,
in IUA2, the most accurate air temperature predictions are seen at θ =
180° with less than 1% relative error. For IUATest the predictions show a
lower accuracy with up to 11% and 5% relative error for wind speed and
air temperature. Here, the relative error in predicting average wind speed
magnitudes are 7%, 11%, 6% and 3% at θ=0, 90, 180, 270° respectively.
These values for average air temperature magnitudes are 1%, 2%, 2% and
5%. All in all, considering spatial prediction based on 759 monitor points
individually and average magnitudes of wind speed and air temperature
out of all monitor point, the developed CFD-NN model in this study is
proven to show an accurate and reliable performance over the considered
urban parameter space.

6.4. Limitations of the study

This study had several limitations in terms of the adopted methods. The
idealized urban areas developed in this study (with about 24,000 m2 total
area) are not necessarily encompassing all possible urban geometries.
This most likely limits the validity of model predictions to the considered
parameter space and possibly to geometrically-similar urbanmorphologies.
Further investigation is required to account for more complex urban forms
(e.g., non-rectangular layouts, roof forms, etc.) in the parameterization
methods. The first step of the study evaluated a real site in Stockholm for
three days and at an hourly resolution to represent typical and extreme
weather conditions. However, a higher number of numerical simulations
are required to account for the possible range of urban climates variabilities
at the microscale.

Considering a higher number of wind directions would also result in
more accurate prediction models. Finally, due to the complex nature of
the problem, this study only focused on predicting wind speed and air tem-
perature. Relative humidity, mean radiant temperature, and surface tem-
perature also play a major role in controlling urban climate and the
performance of building energy models and their impact has not been con-
sidered in this work.

7. Conclusions

This research proposed a hybrid model to predict the interactions be-
tween climate variables and urbanmorphology by coupling Computational
FluidDynamicswith Artificial Neural Networks. A two-equation turbulence
model (Standard k-ɛ) and a zero-equation turbulence model (algebraic
eddy-viscosity) were compared against in-situ measurements. An urban pa-
rameterization method was developed based on morphological parameters
that are relevant for building energy studies, and five idealized urban areas
were generated accordingly. Adopting the verified CFD model and the
urban canopy parameterization, the vertical structure of the mean
wind speed and air temperature frommesoscale to microscale was quan-
tified over and within idealized urban areas. The microclimate and mor-
phological databases were fed into two artificial neural networkmodels,
including a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and a Deep Neural Networks
(DNN) to predict wind speed and air temperature magnitudes. The
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DNN model with three hidden layers outperformed the MLP model in
both training and testing datasets with a Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) of 0.065 and 0.053 for normalized wind speed (R2 = 0.91)
and air temperature (R2 = 0.94). The best performance prediction
models were deployed to test their reliability and accuracy in assessing
a new set of morphological data. Results showed an acceptable accuracy
with RMSE of 0.115 and 0.094 for normalized wind speed (R2 = 0.74)
and air temperature (R2 = 0.81). The model also showed a satisfactory
performance in predicting average site wind speed and air temperature
(out of all monitor points) with low relative errors (−11% and +5%,
respectively).

The proposed model is relatively efficient compared to its CFD counter-
part and shows promising potential for predicting microclimate conditions
in urban environments. This highlights the great this approach for urban
energy studies, especially when considering that the present state of the
art in linking microclimate and urban energy performance (through an in-
tegrated workflow) is focused solely on air temperature (e.g., urban energy
balance equations). Additional variables such as relative humidity, surface
temperature can be also readily incorporated in to the introduced model to
enhance the reliability of building energy performance simulations and
urban comfort studies. The model can also be used for making more in-
formed design decisions at early stages to improve the climate-resilience
of urban energy solutions. This can be critical when considering the impacts
of climate change, that will introduce more frequent and larger extreme
weather events, with consequences on the energy performance of buildings
as well as on urban comfort. The proposed prediction model shows good
promise in terms of accuracy and generalizability, and be readily deployed
to estimate microclimate-related variables across urban areas within the
range of the considered parameter space. This study also provided an in-
sight into the vertical structure of mean wind speed and air temperature
when downscaling from the mesoscale to the microscale across a range
of urban morphologies, which can be used to study urban comfort at the
pedestrian level and building energy performance at the urban scale. As
a future outlook, the application of the developed urban morphology
parameterization method and prediction model can be further extended
tomore complex urban areas. More than that, the developed method has
the potential to be integrated into existing visual programming
language platforms (i.e., Grasshopper, Dynamo, etc.) to be coupled
with widely-used energy simulation engines (i.e., EnergyPlus, CitySim
Pro, etc.)
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Appendix A
Fig. A.1. Left panel: Defined boundary conditions and computational domain for the idealized urban environments, Right panel: an example for boundary conditions and
computational domain in TTD, at 12:00.
Fig. A.2. Plan-view CFD contours at 2 m above ground level for hourly wind velocit
Uref = 2.2 m·s−1, Tref = −15.2 °C, RHref = 0.88): (a) Standard k-ɛ model, (b) AEV mod
(c) Standard k-ɛmodel, (d) AEV model.EWD (Time: 11:00, WDref = 240°, Uref = 7.8 m·s−
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y (left panel) and air temperature (right panel):ECD (Time: 3:00, WDref = 240°,
el.TTD (Time: 18:00, WDref = 20°, Uref = 6.7 m·s−1, Tref = 22.3 °C, RHref = 0.91):
1, Tref = 27 °C, RHref = 0.79): (e) Standard k-ɛmodel, (f) AEV model.



Fig. A.3.Wind speed plan-view CFD contours at 2 m above ground level.
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Fig. A.4. Air temperature plan-view CFD contours at 2 m above ground level.
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Fig. A.5.Normalizedmean wind profiles in three calculation sets located in the wider streets (x4,5,6, y6, zn) and two canopies including C2 (x1, y4, zn) and C6 (x13, y4, zn) with
Uref = 5 m·s−1, and Tref = −15 °C.
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Fig. A.6.Gradient Richardson number (Rigrad) as a function of height over UCL in all IUAs: Left panel: reference wind speed of 1 m·s−1, Right panel: reference wind speed of
7 m·s−1. Error bars showing the variation of climate variables based on four wind directions (θ = 0, 90, 180, 270°).
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